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Abstract 
The scientific research in Morocco experienced a big development for accompany the competitiveness which the world of 
science knows. The Phd students, representative a very important element in the university research must have the necessary 
skills to realize and succed this research and especially to emphasize it. This research finds oun justification in the spirit of the 
university towards the professionalisation of the trade of the researcher, and allows to evaluate the advance of the subjects of 
research of phd students of Moroccan University, through a tool for self-assesment on their capacities to judge and judge their 
position with their theses, because there are better placed than any other person to measure the evolution and the success of their 
subjects, of the advance of their research, the quality of results compared to their basic problematics…Our tool will allow to the 
phd students to imply itself in a process of self-assesment for giving him more visibility and more importance in the follow-up of 
unfolding of its theisis. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of Academic World Education and Research Center. 
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1.  Introduction 
The Moroccan University ensures the doctoral training of the 3rd cycle of LMD system. They are trainings by 
research for obtaining the most hight university degree: The Phd. The phd student was all his life evaluated, if it's 
not within the academic field, that would be within the personal field. he was always under observation until it  
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applies to start a thesis, without forgetting that at the end of his doctorate, he will certainly be evaluated by a 
specialist jury, and in front of which he must show his control and his skills in his presentation. But the phd student 
is the first who should evaluate himself, because he's the nearest by his subject of the research, and most conscious 
of his challenges, stages, keys of his success, of failure, and nobody will be able to know it better than him. And it's 
for that, he still the best one who can evaluate himself related by evolution of his subject, of the advance of his 
research, the quality of its results compared to his basic problems…  
That's why we realized our study for seeing how the phd student is evaluate himself related to the advance of his 
subject of thesis, and how he reacts with his thesis in the years of the doctorate. 
 
2. Method 
 
a. Participants: 
 
The survey was conducted with the doctorands of the (1st, 2nd, 3rd and more) of the Faculty of Science Ben Me Sik 
of the university Hassan II of Casablanca).  
 
b. Measures:  
 
Our study was realized by a questionnaire “Questionnaire of self-assessment of skills of phd students of the Faculty 
of Ben M'Sik” made up of 155 questions, organized in   4 scales of measurements: 
Scale of measurement 1: General informations of the Phd student (Gender, Year of study… etc). 
Scale of measurement 2: Situation of the Phd student (How a phd student is located compared to his institutional 
environment and the advance of my research project). 
Scale of measurement 3: Evolutionary report of the skills put in work during the doctorate (Information processing, 
Communication, self-training, Project management, etc.) 
Scale of measurement 4: How the doctorand is projected from the professional point of view. 
 
c. Procedure: 
 
We carried out an pre-investigation near by 33 doctorands. 15 to 30 minutes was devoted to fill out of the 
questionnaire. 
A Training at organized in collaboration with CEDoc, which had as a subject “professional skills of the doctorands, 
developed wih of the Doctoral trainings “self-assessment”. 
Sample: 160 doctorands of several disciplines, distributed on three stages: 
– Stage 1 (At the beginning of doctorate). 
– Stage 2 (In the medium of doctorate). 
– Stage 3 (In the final stage of doctorate). 
 
d. Analysis: 
     
1. How the phd student is located compared to the advance of his research project 
 
Tab 1: How the phd student is located compared to the advance of his research project 
 
   Total  
 Non Pertinent Not Yes 
I understood well the challenges of my research well  8,80% 20,60% 70,60% 
I can define the scientific and technical objectives of this work and the ways 
of reaching them  
11,90% 17,50% 70,60% 
I am familiar with the methods of bibliography  15,00% 23,80% 61,20% 
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I planned my medium-term work  10,60% 37,50% 51,90% 
I know how to confirm and validate my results and my ideas  10,00% 35,60% 54,40% 
I discussed with an inflection or a reorientation of my research with my 
director  
08,10% 32,50% 59,40% 
I drafted precise abstracts of my work 12,50% 28,10% 59,40% 
I presented my research in my university or my institution  06,90% 45,60% 47,50% 
I presented my work in-outside my university (publications, conferences, 
posters…)  
08,10% 45,60% 46,20% 
I took part in international conferences  07,50% 54,40% 38,10% 
I planned the drafting of my thesis  08,80% 58,10% 33,10% 
I defined the central idea and the dominant topics of my thesis  11,20% 24,40% 64,40% 
I have an idea of the plan of my thesis  11,20% 30,60% 58,10% 
I considered a date of final presentation 11,20% 65,60% 23,10% 
I can define exactly  the subject of my thesis 10,00% 22,50% 67,50% 
 
An important rate of the phd students of 65.60% are unable to consider a date of the final presentation. 
And 35.60% ignore the methods of confirmation and validation of research and ideas.  
More than a quarter of the phd students claim to have difficulties of control of the challenges, techniques, 
methods, redaction of abstracts, as well as the detemination of the ideas and subjects of thesis. 
More than 60.00% of the phd students feel familiarized with the bibliographical research methods. 
More than half of them, affirm to ignore how to plan redaction of thesis, as 37.50% do not manage to plan their 
medium-term work.  
Approximately half of the phd students dont present their research tasks neither in their universities or 
institutions, nor with the international one,  which implies that more than 35.00% do not receive remarks the 
advance of their subjects. 
 
Observation: Most of the phd students have difficulties in being located compared their research projects. 
 
2. The tables representatives of the aspects of the relation between the phd student and the advance of 
their research projects: 
 
a. Evolution of planification and organisation of the final presentation of thesis 
 
         Tab 2: Evolution of planification and organisation of the final presentation of thesis-Stage 1 
 
   Stage 1  
 
Non Pertinent Not Yes 
I planned the redaction of my thesis 8,80% 20,60% 70,60% 
I have a idea of the plan of my thesis 11,90% 17,50% 70,60% 
I considered a date of the final presentation 15,00% 23,80% 61,20% 
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         Tab 3: Evolution of planification and organisation of the final presentation of thesis-Stage 2 
 
  
   Stage 2  
 
Non Pertinent Not Yes 
I planned the redaction of my thesis 01,20% 15,00% 08,80% 
I have a idea of the plan of my thesis 02,50% 07,50% 15,00% 
I considered a date of the final presentation 03,80% 16,20% 05,00% 
 
                         Tab 4: Evolution of planification and organisation of the final presentation of thesis-Stage 3 
 
  Stage 3  
 
Non Pertinent Not Yes 
I planned the redaction of my thesis 03,10% 03,80% 15,60% 
I have a idea of the plan of my thesis 03,80% 00,00% 18,80% 
I considered a date of the final presentation 03,80% 08,10% 10,60% 
 
Conclusion 1: More than 41.0% of the students are not able to consider a date of final presentation in they first 
year on doctorate, and do not plan the drafting of the thesis, and 23.1% can't put a plan of thesis in they first year. 
  
b.  Evolution of the management tools of thesis 
 
                                            Tab 5: Evolution of the management tools of thesis-Stage 1 
 
   Stage 1  
 Non Pertinent Not Yes 
I understood well the challenges of my research well  03,10% 16,90% 32,50% 
I am familiar with the methods of bibliography  03,80% 16,90% 31,90% 
I planned my medium-term work  05,60% 22,50% 24,40% 
I know how to confirm and validate my results and my ideas  05,60% 23,80% 23,10% 
I drafted precise abstracts of my work 06,20% 19,40% 26,90% 
I defined the central idea and the dominant topics of my thesis  04,40% 18,10% 30,00% 
I can define exactly  the subject of my thesis 05,60% 19,40% 27,50% 
 
                                              Tab 6: Evolution of the management tools of thesis-Stage 2 
 
   Stage 2  
 Non Pertinent Not Yes 
I understood well the challenges of my research well  03,10% 03,80% 18,10% 
I am familiar with the methods of bibliography  05,60% 06,90% 12,50% 
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I planned my medium-term work  02,50% 09,40% 13,10% 
I know how to confirm and validate my results and my ideas  00,60% 10,60% 13,80% 
I drafted precise abstracts of my work 03,80% 06,20% 15,00% 
I defined the central idea and the dominant topics of my thesis  03,80% 05,60% 15,60% 
I can define exactly  the subject of my thesis 03,10% 02,50% 19,40% 
 
                                              Tab 7: Evolution of the management tools of thesis-Stage 3 
 
   Stage 3  
 Non Pertinent Not Yes 
I understood well the challenges of my research well  02,50% 00,00% 20,00% 
I am familiar with the methods of bibliography  05,60% 00,00% 16,90% 
I planned my medium-term work  05,60% 00,00% 16,90% 
I know how to confirm and validate my results and my ideas  03,80% 01,20% 17,50% 
I drafted precise abstracts of my work 02,50% 02,50% 17,50% 
I defined the central idea and the dominant topics of my thesis  03,10% 00,60% 18,80% 
I can define exactly  the subject of my thesis 01,20% 00,60% 20,60% 
 
Conclusion 2: The phd students encounter some difficulties to define and be familiarized with the 
bibliographical challenges and methods of their research. 
And 40.0% of the first year can't define the central idea of thesis. 
 
c. How To present the results of his research 
 
Tab 8: How to present the results of his research-Stage 1 
  
   Stage 1  
 Non Pertinent Not Yes 
I know how to confirm and validate my results and my ideas  05,60% 23,80% 23,10% 
I discussed with an inflection or a reorientation of my research with my 
director  01,90% 18,80% 31,90% 
I presented my research in my university or my institution  01,20% 37,50% 13,80% 
I presented my work in-outside my university (publications, 
conferences, posters…)  01,20% 35,00% 16,20% 
I took part in international conferences  01,20% 39,40% 11,90% 
 
Tab 9: How to present the results of his research-Stage 2 
 
   Stage 2  
 Non Pertinent Not Yes 
I know how to confirm and validate my results and my ideas  00,60% 10,60% 13,80% 
I discussed with an inflection or a reorientation of my research with my 
director  01,90% 18,80% 31,90% 
I presented my research in my university or my institution  03,10% 05,00% 16,90% 
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I presented my work in-outside my university (publications, 
conferences, posters…)  04,40% 06,90% 13,80% 
I took part in international conferences  04,40% 11,20% 09,40% 
Tab 10: How to present the results of his research-Stage 3 
 
   Stage 3  
 Non Pertinent Not Yes 
I know how to confirm and validate my results and my ideas  03,80% 01,20% 17,50% 
I discussed with an inflection or a reorientation of my research with my 
director  02,50% 04,40% 15,60% 
I presented my research in my university or my institution  02,50% 03,10% 16,90% 
I presented my work in-outside my university (publications, conferences, 
posters…)  02,50% 03,80% 16,20% 
I took part in international conferences  01,90% 03,80% 16,90% 
 
Conclusion 3: 37.5% of the phd students of stage 1 have never presented their research in their university. 
An average of 40.0% of the doctorands did never took part in international conferences, nor presented their 
works apar from their university, whereas 18.8% have not discuss their inflections of research with their directors. 
 
We have also: 
Tab 11: The Phd student and the advance of his thesies 
 
 Weak Insufficient Satisfying Very good 
I know how to exploit the results of work of my team for the 
advancement of my research  
12,70% 26,70% 42,00% 18,70% 
I can choose a way of research after analysis of various tracks  12,10% 22,80% 50,30% 14,80% 
I know how to plan my medium-term work 08,10% 29,50% 42,30% 20,10% 
 
30% of the phd students judge themselves unable to plan their medium-term work. 
They are 26.70% who confirmed ignore how to exploit the results of their teams for the advance of thesis. And 23% 
of them consider their capacities to choose a way of research after the analysis of various tracks of research, 
insufficient. 
3. Postulat : 
 
Kemal (2015) found in her study of the development of skills of the phd sudents with the doctoral training, that 
their skills are forged with years. That demonstrate our recent study about "specially on the doctorands in stage 1 
represent the population which is not able to be located compared to the advance of their research projects and to 
consider a date of defence".  
The quarter of the doctorands having difficulties, is represented in majority by the doctorands of stage 1. 
 
4. Conclusion : 
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For having ability to define a date of final presentation, the phd student must have a visibility compared to 
advance of its project compared to the scientific planning, framing, activities (conferences...) and the bibliographical 
research. Because of difficulties to have accessibility for informations, those phd students become less informed 
about the conferences in-house and external their universities or institutions, which doesn't enable them  to have a 
visibility compared to the effectiveness of their subjects and not having feedback on the relevance of their work too. 
Most of the phd students judge themselves , with the self assessment, progressing in the years of doctoral studies, 
more they win more control compared to their subjects of thesis, and more they can manage tools of research and 
have idea about the date of final presentation. 
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